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LOGLINE (SERIES)

A wormhole provides a gateway to a parallel universe for a band of fugitives who escape the clutches of a sinister cartel, only to become embroiled in events with far worse consequences on a planet seeming very much like 19th century Earth.

LOGLINE (PILOT)

When a band of mercenaries discover the cargo they must deliver to a nefarious cartel is human - and immensely valuable - they instead flee, their only chance of escape hinging on a dubious scheme which could have consequences more dire than their capture.

SETTING(S) / SERIES SUMMARY

TRANQUILITY is a Sci-Fi / western drama one hour TV pilot set first in the 26th century aboard the spaceship Tranquility. It centers around the exploits of captain Val Brennar and his band of mercenaries. 

Their most recent adventure has the motley crew double crossing the Syndicate and fleeing with the human cargo they were contracted to hand over to the detestable group.  During the escape from the Syndicate's most adept and feared bounty hunter, an unexpected detour through a space anomaly crash lands them on a parallel universe version of Earth and the setting changes to 1863 Kansas, although the former setting will be revisited from time to time via flashbacks and the Syndicate's ongoing efforts to recover their precious human cargo. 

Val and company first attempt to make sense of their predicament and then, once resigned to the fact that Tranquility is not space-worthy, nor will it be any time soon, begrudgingly agree to protect a nearby town from ruthless outlaws and other related dangers (think Firefly meets The Magnificent Seven). 

Of course the crew is always looking for ways to repair their ship and return to their own time and universe, but that becomes increasingly difficult as relationships are struck with the locals, in particular, one between Val and the sultry saloon owner. Matters are complicated by the unexpected emergence of an adversary from the past. 

PILOT SYNOPSIS

A group of 26th century mercenaries run jobs for anyone willing to pay for their services. They stay busy because they don't ask questions, especially about cargo they are asked to deliver. 

They are currently on a routine mission: pick up cargo - deliver cargo - get paid. But a rocky trip through a meteor storm crashes one of the pods into the stout cargo bay door, breaking the lid seal and setting off an alarm. The crew must open the pod to halt the alarm. In so doing, they discover its contents: a male adult human! Opening the second pod has a similar result - this time female.

Once revived, the mysterious couple tell the crew their story: they are husband and wife - the Riveras. He is a genius physicist - she a gifted surgeon. They were kidnapped from his research facility, placed in pods, and slated for delivery to the Syndicate by the unsuspecting crew of Tranquility.

The ship's captain - Val - reneges on the delivery once he discovers the nefarious reasons the unsavory cartel has for wanting the scientists. Not at all pleased with the turn of events, Miscov, the bounty hunter the cargo was intended for, gives chase as Val and company flee.

An EMP energy blast, courtesy of Miscov, partially disables Tranquility and, with a deadly radiation belt blocking their way, things look grim for Val and crew. However, Sergio hatches an ingenious but risky plan to allow Tranquility to pass safely through the radiation belt. It succeeds, but with an unexpected consequence - the ship has inadvertently passed through a rift in the space-time continuum,  and has apparently been transported half-way across the galaxy...and back in time!

With life support down, Val and crew are forced to crash land on a planet seeming very much like 19th century Earth. As the rest of the crew busy themselves with repair and clean-up, Jeb and Val head outside to assess the hull damage. They are not-so-warmly greeted by a man with a shotgun, who saw the ship crash and came to investigate.

Unable to locate Val's ship, Miscov determines the Tranquility must have entered the radiation belt and, knowing the severity of the punishment for returning to the Syndicate empty-handed, decides to take his ship through it as well. The ship glows brightly at first, then seems to lose power, as it grows dark and eventually disappears.

The Syndicate has been monitoring Miscov's ship and is dismayed when it vanishes without a trace. They dispatch another ship to investigate, indicating just how badly they covet the Riveras.

MAIN CHARACTERS

VALERIE (VAL) BRENNAR: Captain of Tranquility. Val is a bold leader who always seems to have a plan for any situation. He is a 20th century movie buff and loves to quote movie lines to add levity to a tense situation, much to the chagrin of the crew.

TENIKA (NIKA) SUUH: Captain's first-mate. Fiercely loyal to Val. Excellent marksman. Martial arts expert. Knows the ship well. Can help in engineering in a pinch.

CISCERON (GONZO) GONZALES: Tranquility's top-notch pilot. Willing to take chances; hence, his nickname. A bit of a card.

JEB KOLTON: Hired gun. Not the sharpest tool in the shed but no one knows weapons better. Excellent fighter.

ELIZABETH (LIZZY) MACINTOSH: Tranquility's engineer. Irish - speaks with a slight brogue. Tough-as-nails. Sweet but has a temper. Knows her trade.

SERGIO RIVERA: Genius physicist. Part of the "cargo" Val was to deliver to the Syndicate. His research of late has been in the field of teleportation.

AUTUMN RIVERA: Wife of Sergio and the other half of the "cargo". Gifted surgeon and empath, who's abilities are heightened by passing through the rift.

MISCOV: The Syndicate's most adept and ruthless bounty hunter. Tasked with retrieving the Riveras at all costs. Has had dealings with Val before and aims to off him.

TOBIAS EVANSTON: Former slave. Now farms near Lawrence. First human to make contact with Val and company once they land.

SARAH IBARRA: Lawrence saloon and brothel proprietor. Widow (husband was murdered). She and Val develop a romantic relationship. First appears in Episode 2.

ACT BY ACT BREAKDOWN

TEASER
Val Brennar and his crew are currently engaged in running a simple job for the Syndicate - or so it would seem: pick up cargo, deliver cargo, get paid. 

As Val dozes, Jeb and Nika relay their apprehension about this job, given the enormity of the pay vs the time and effort expended. After Jeb heads to his quarters to catch forty winks, Gonzo tries to reassure Nika and asks her to be thankful for such an easy job that pays so well. 

As Val awakens, Gonzo troubles both he and Nika by uttering the four disconcerting words you never say in their line of work....what could go wrong?

ACT ONE
As Val and Nika chastise Gonzo for bringing up those four little words, sure enough, disaster strikes by way of a meteor storm. Gonzo's expert piloting heads off a potential catastrophe as Tranquility avoids getting pummeled by going to hyperdrive just in time.

However, the rocky ride dislodged one of the cargo pods. Hyperdrive sent it careening into the cargo bay door with such force that the seal was broken between the body of the pod and its lid. A loud alarm sounds, causing Val and crew to investigate.

Lizzy determines the only way to shut off the alarm is to break open the pod. They do so - forcibly - and Lizzy cuts a wire to the timer, ending the annoying noise.

When the fog from inside the pod clears, a naked adult male human can be seen.

ACT TWO
As members of the crew debate what to make of this, the male human suddenly springs up, gasping for air, startling everyone. 

Once the man regains his bearings, a brief conversation between him and Val reveal him to be noted Coalition physicist, Sergio Rivera. He asks for clothes for himself and for a female about Lizzy's size, causing everyone to realize what the contents of the other pod must be. Turns out that female is his wife, Autumn.

Meanwhile, the Syndicate grows impatient with Miscov, the bounty hunter hired to  deliver to them the "cargo" he receives from Val . He assures them they will have their prize - the Riveras - delivered on time as the rendezvous with Val's ship will occur within the half-hour.

In the dining room, the now fully-clothed Riveras relate their story to Val and crew about how they were kidnapped from Sergio's research lab, placed in pods, and handed over for delivery to the Syndicate by the unsuspecting crew of the Tranquility. 

Sergio's research of late has been exclusively in the realm of teleportation. He surmises that is why they were kidnapped - the Syndicate wants that technology exclusively. Autumn was taken because of her skills as a surgeon and to insure that Sergio would complete his work.

As Val and crew debate what to do with the Riveras, Miscov hails their ship, demanding to expedite their docking so that the delivery may take place. Val leaves his meeting with the Riveras and his crew unsure of what he will do next.

ACT THREE
Miscov and Val discuss two options, both of which involve turning over the Riveras to Miscov, the latter by force. Val chooses a third option - keep their human cargo and flee. A chase ensues.

Tranquility is low on fuel and won't make it to the closest Coalition haven if hyperdrive is initiated. Consequently, it's not long before Miscov's ship is in range to fire on the Tranquility. 

Thanks to Gonzo's extraordinary piloting skills, Tranquility outmaneuvers Miscov's plasma bursts. However, Miscov does finally strike Tranquility with an EMP energy wave, zapping much of its power and making escape unlikely.  

Miscov delivers an ultimatum to Val: hand over the cargo or die. 

ACT FOUR
Val and Sergio hatch a plan to ionize the next incoming EMP wave using the radiation of the field itself, which - theoretically - should propel the ship through and to the other side of the deadly region, which now blocks their escape. 

They engage hyperdrive and zoom off toward the radiation belt. As expected, Miscov fires another EMP energy wave. The crew enact the aforementioned plan just as they arrive at the radiation belt and are whisked through it, thus absconding from Miscov, who is left to wonder where his prey went and how Val and company could possibly have gotten away. 

However, escape comes with a heavy price: the ship's navigation control and life-support are down and our heroes find themselves floating helplessly in space.

To make matters worse, the star patterns are not recognizable, leading Sergio and Autumn to speculate that they encountered some kind of space anomaly, resulting in an excursion to the other side of the galaxy and perhaps even back in time.

ACT FIVE
Lizzy and Nika bring the main engine back online, so navigation control has returned but life support is still down.

Now that engine repairs are complete, Tranquility has just enough power and fuel to transport the crew a short distance and with limited speed...but where to? 

With both fuel and oxygen running dangerously low, a planet comes into view in the distance. Gonzo magnifies it and puts it on-screen - it appears to be Earth! 

But how could this be? In a Val daydream sequence, followed by conversation among the crew, it is revealed that Earth was decimated by an asteroid 200 years previous, laying waste to much of the Earth's population and resources.

Gonzo calculates that they might have just enough fuel and oxygen left to get there
so Val and company make for the planet, hoping for the best.

As Sergio and Autumn leave the bridge for the guest quarters, the latter has the first of many visions in which she sees a horde of ruffians plunder a town and murder the men. She doesn't know what to make of it, so for now, tells her husband it was just dizziness, but Sergio is skeptical.


ACT SIX
Tranquility has entered orbit around the planet. With Lizzy and Nika in engineering, the Riveras in their room,  and the rest of the crew on the bridge, Gonzo begins Tranquility's descent. 

Navigation control proves to be iffy and pieces begin to fly off the ship as she quakes while diving further into the atmosphere. To complicate matters, the vertical thrusters won't work.

Gonzo tells the crew to prep for a crash landing but has a change of plans when he spots a body of water just as Tranquility emerges from the clouds. He informs the crew he will try to skip the ship off an upcoming river and lake to slow its speed. 

The maneuver is successful but the roller coaster ride throws Nika headlong into a metal railing, concussing her. 

Tranquility finally runs out of water and crashes into the shore, digging a trench as it grinds through the sand and brush, eventually crashing into and toppling a large tree as it finally comes to rest.

Meanwhile, an unidentified man has been watching the fireball streak across the sky and then disappear behind the treeline in the distance. He stops his morning chores, grabs his shotgun, mounts his horse, and departs for the crash site.

Back on the ship, Val is once again impressed with Gonzo's piloting prowess, but that sentiment is quickly replaced with concern when Lizzy checks in and tearfully reveals that Nika took a fall and is out cold. 

Gonzo asks Autumn, via the comm, to immediately go to the engine room to avail her services to Nika, which she does. The bridge crew then rush there as well.

Autumn is able to revive Nika, who is dizzy and has one helluva headache. The doc reassures everyone it is only a concussion and she should be fine. Val asks Autumn to accompany Nika to her quarters and monitor her for a while. The two depart.

As Lizzy and Gonzo clean up the mess in the engine room, Jeb and Val make their way cautiously out of the ship to inspect the hull, followed at a safe distance by Sergio. 

As Val lets his guard down to spout another cheesy movie one-liner, a man emerges from the bushes, shotgun trained on Val. His remark about where they are is both unnerving and revealing.

TAG
Miscov is still frustrated and furious that his prey has escaped. Since his ship's sensors can find no sign of the Tranquility, Miscov reasons that his adversary could have only done one thing - taken his ship into the radiation belt...and that is where he and his crew must go as well. 

Knowing that this is suicide, the crew objects, but Miscov reminds them that it is preferable to returning to the Syndicate empty-handed, which would surely result in a punishment worse than death. 

Miscov's ship plows into the radiation field at full power and speed. It begins to eerily glow, then, as power is lost, goes black and vanishes completely!

At Syndicate HQ, those monitoring Miscov's activities are distressed with the ship's sudden disappearance and dispatch another ship to investigate. Episode One concludes with a Syndicate agent expressing that the Riveras must be found and retrieved - at all costs!

